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“Arevik-Armenia” center of mentally and physically disabled Syrian
individuals operating within the Aleppo Compatriotic Charitable
Organization hosted Mrs. Carmen Gulbenkian, the vice president of
Gullabi Gulbenkian foundation, a national philanthropist and a board
member of the Aleppo CCO in USA, on April 11, 2016.
During the visit Mrs. Ani Balkhian, the Founding President of Aleppo
CCO, Mrs. Lusin Shohmelian, the Trustee of “Arevik-Armenia” center,
and Mrs. Alin Momjian, the Director of “Arevik-Armenia” center presented
the activities of the center to Mrs. Gulbenkian in a detailed way. The
center hosts physically and
mentally challenged Syrian
individuals to receive
educational trainings and
psychological support and
helps them to pave their own
way in life.
Expressing their gratitude for
the attention given by Mrs. Gulbenkian, the children of “Arevik-Armenia”
center performed a song.
At the end of the visit, Mrs. Gulbenkian highly appreciated the activities of
“Arevik-Armenia” center, highlighted the diversified activities of Aleppo
CCO and expressed her gratitude to the teaching staff of
“Arevik-Armenia” center for the devoted work.
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ALEPPO CCO. Humanitarian assistance to the Syrian
families
ALEPPO CCO Continues to Provide Aid to Syrian Families in Armenia rendered by
“Metsn Nerses” Charitable Organization
On April 1, 4 and 5, 2016, ALEPPO
Organization continued to provide humanitarian
assistance to the Syrian families in need.
Starting from March 30, Syrian families were
getting humanitarian aid from ALEPPO
Organization’s center. The humanitarian aid
was rendered by “Metsn Nerses” Charitable
Organization.
ALEPPO Organization expresses its deep
gratitude to “Metsn Nerses” Charitable
Organization, and especially His Eminence
Archbishop Oshagan Choloyan, Prelate of the
Armenian Apostolic Church of the Eastern United States and Vazken Ghougassian, Executive
Director of the Armenian Apostolic Church of America for focusing on the problems of the
Syrian community in Armenia and providing humanitarian assistance to Syrian-Armenians in
need.

ALEPPO CCO Provided Humanitarian Assistance Rendered by
World Vision Armenia
On April 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 22, 26 and 29 humanitarian
assistance was provided to the Syrian families in need at
the center of ALEPPO Compatriotic Charitable
Organization.
Syrian families residing in Armenia received new clothes,
hats, shoes, slippers, bags and hygiene products thanks to
the
charity organization of World Vision International in
Armenia.
ALEPPO Organization expresses its deep gratitude to World
Vision Armenia International Relief and Development
Organization, for its constant attention and continuous
p r o v i s i o n
o f
humanitarian assistance
to the displaced Syrian
families in need.
The
aforementioned
assistance will continue
in May.
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ALEPPO CCO Hosted Representatives of Organizations Dealing with
the Issues of Syrians

On April 12, 2016, representatives of organizations in the United States involved dealing with the
problems of Syrians visited ALEPPO Compatriotic Charitable Organization.
In her welcoming speech ALEPPO Organization’s Founding President Ani Balkhian highlighted
the work carried out by the Diaspora organizations engaged in patriotic activities. Ani Balkhian
also presented the work done by ALEPPO Organization and its current projects, issues related to
the Syrian community residing in Armenia, and opportunities that contribute in the settlement of
the Syrian community in Armenia.
The visit ended up with willingness to cooperate in the future.

ALEPPO CCO hosted the representatives of ACT Alliance and WCC
Armenian Round Table Foundation

ALEPPO Compatriotic Charitable organization hosted Mr. Karen Nazarian, the Executive
Director of WCC Armenian Round Table Foundation, Ms. Jana Schroder, the ACT Alliance
program officer and Mrs. Alla Sarkissova, WCC Armenian Round Table Foundation Project
coordinator on April 14, 2016.
The meeting was attended by Carmen Gulbenkian, the vice president of Gullabi Gulbenkian
foundation, a national philanthropist and a board member of Aleppo CCO in USA.
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During the meeting Ani Bakhian, the Founding President of Allepo CCO gave detailed information
about the organization’s activities, initiated and implemented projects.
Mrs. Balkhian highlighting the priorities of the Syrian community in Armenia emphasized the
Aleppo CCO’s initiatives addressing urgent issues of housing and employment.
Reference was also made to the cooperation of Aleppo CCO and WCC Armenian Round Table
Foundation, and jointly organized programs addressing the active integration of Syrians in civil
society of Armenia.
At the end of the meeting, Ms. Schroder greatly appreciated the activities carried out by ALEPPO
organization and highlighted that each program plays a vital role in the life of Syrian community in
Armenia.

Discussions on Housing issues of Syrians Held at
ALEPPO CCO’s center
On April 15, 2016, a meeting took place in
the center of Aleppo Compatriotic Charitable
Organization (ACCO) by the initiative of the
World Council of Churches Armenia
Inter-Church Round Table Foundation.
The meeting was attended Mr. Karen
Nazarian, the Executive Director of the WCC
Armenia Inter-Chuch Round Table
Foundation, Mrs. Alla Sarkissova, the Project
Coordinator, Ms. Jana Schroder, ACT
Alliance Program Officer and Mrs. Ani
Balkhian, Founding President of ACCO.
The meeting was held with the direct participation of representatives of Syrian community in
Armenia and served as a platform for the needs assessment of housing problems.
It is worth to mention, ALEPPO Organization has taken a number of steps aimed at solving the
housing problem for the Syrian Community in Armenia. By the organization’s efforts, the “Host a
Family” project was developed and implemented. In the framework of this project, ACCO finds
benefactors to purchase modest apartments, ranging from U.S. $15,000 to $25,000 each, and
allocate Syrian families for rent-free temporary use. Aleppo CCO carries out all the legal
paperwork related to the purchase of these apartments owned by the individual donors for the
benefit and use of the refugees.
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Meeting on Employment Issues of the Syrian Community in Armenia
at Aleppo CCO’s center
A meeting took place on employment issues of
the Syrian community in Armenia at the center
of ALEPPO Compatriotic Charitable
Organization (ACCO) on April 15, 2016. The
meeting was held by the initiative of the World
Council of Churches Armenia Inter-Church
Round Table Foundation.
The meeting was attended by Mr. Karen
Nazarian, the Executive Director of the WCC
Armenia Inter-Chuch Round Table Foundation,
Mrs. Alla Sarkissova, the Project Coordinator, Ms. Jana Schroder, ACT Alliance Program Officer,
Mrs. Ani Balkhian, Founding President of ACCO and the organization’s beneficiary Syrian
families.
During the meeting, reference was made to the development of the areas which create more
employment opportunities for Syrian community in Armenia and helps finding a job easily. Other
possibilities were also discussed that would contribute in solving the employment problem.

ALEPPO CCO Hosted the Representative of
the United Nations Foundation
On April 25, 2016 Aaron Sherinian,
Chief Communications and Marketing
O ff ice r at t he Un ited Nat io n s
Foundation, was hosted by ALEPPO
Compatriotic Charitable Organization.
During the meeting, Mr. Sherinian met
ALEPPO Organization’s Founding
President Ani Balkhian, Executive
Board Member, Director of Advocacy
and Foreign Affairs Sarkis Balkhian and the members of ALEPPO
Organization’s Women’s Council.
Presenting the activities of ALEPPO Organization, Sarkis Balkhian talked
about the programs which have contributed to the settlement of the Syrian
community in Armenia.
Speaking about the organization’s mission, Mrs. Ani Balkhian presented
the issues facing the Syrians residing in Armenia that need urgent
solutions, in particular, the housing problem.
Mr. Sherinian also visited ALEPPO Organization’s “Arevik-Armenia” Center
of mentally and physically disabled Syrian individuals, and got acquainted
with the work carried out by the center.
The meeting ended up with readiness for further cooperation.
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Workshop on “Human Rights”
at Aleppo Compatriotic Charitable Organization
Within the framework of its activities, Aleppo
Compatriotic Charitable Organization largely focuses on
the active involvement in the civic life of the
Syrian youth residing in Armenia.
During its operation, the organization has launched a
number of initiatives, which served as a platform for
identifying the potential of the Syrian youth in
active participation in civil society and their
self-realization.
Following its mission, on the 27th of April, Aleppo Compatriotic Charitable Organization held a
workshop on human rights with
participation of the Syrian youth residing in
Armenia. The workshop was an initiative of
Aleppo CCO and was conducted within the
US Embassy funded program of
“Syrian-Armenian youth for a better future
in Armenia” The workshop was conducted
by Sarkis Balkhian, the Executive Board
Member, Director of Advocacy and Foreign
Affairs of Aleppo CCO in the United States,
and Saghatel Bassil, a political specialist.
Approximately sixty Syrian-Armenians participated in the workshop who were introduced with the
principles and gained valuable knowledge on the basics of human rights.
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The youth group of Aleppo CCO was introduced to places of interest
of their Motherland
Forty Syrian-Armenian young people from the
beneficiary families of Aleppo Compatriotic
Charitable Organization participated in a
sightseeing tour around their Motherland. An
initiative organized by Save the Children
International Armenia took them to Aragatzotn
Marz on April 30, 2016.
In St. Gevorg monastery (Mughni),
Saghmosavank and Ohanavank a guide
introduced the Syrian-Armenian youngsters to
the historical and cultural monuments and shared valuable knowledge about the Armenian
history. The young people also visited the Letters Park, admired the Armenian alphabet
traceries, gathered into a circle dance in nature of their motherland, played and sang folk songs.
During the trip, “Save the Children
International” in Armenia distributed shirts
and hats to the youngsters. The
international organization had cared about
the food for the young people, as well.
Representatives from “Save the Children
International” in Armenia and Aleppo CCO,
as well as a few parents of the young
people, had joined the trip, too.
Aleppo CCO highly appreciates the
initiatives of “Save the Children
International” in Armenia, in providing continuous support to the Syrian-Armenian community
residing in Armenia, and promoting their active participation in the country’s civil society life.

Aleppo CCO’s on-going projects are as follows:

“Host a Family
”In the framework of this
project, ALEPPO CCO finds
benefactors to purchase
modest apartments, ranging
from U.S. $15,000 to $25,000
each,
and
allocate
Syrian-Armenian families for
rent-free temporary use.
Aleppo CCO carries out all the
legal paperwork related to the
purchase of these apartments
owned by the individual donors
for the benefit and use of the
refugees.
UNHCR provides furniture for
obtained apartments according
to official document on
“Exchange of Letters” signed
between Aleppo CCO and UNHCR.



"Warm Winter"



“Arevik” Armenia Center



“Arabic Club”



“Arabic language teaching classes”



“Social psychological support for Syrian-Armenians”



“Social psychological support for Syrian-Armenian Youth”



“Trainings for
Embroidery”



“Felting classes for Syrian-Armenian women”



“Syrian-Armenian Youth for Better Future in Armenia”

Women

“Adopt a Family”

on

Traditional

Needlework/

project sets a platform for

individual donors to get
in touch with vulnerable
Syrian Refugee families
in Armenia through
Aleppo CCO, to adopt
and to provide monthly
financial aid
ranging
from 100$ to 200$ per
month to cover their living
expenses (utilities, food
and etc.).
The project strives to create primary adequate conditions
for Syrian Refugees to contribute to their settlement and
integration in Armenia. Currently, more than 20 Syrian
families are adopted.

“Save a Life”
humanitarian campaign, aimed at providing support to
Syrian Refugees, who escaped the war in Aleppo and
moved to Lebanon, to obtain one-way ticket to travel to
Armenia. In response to this large-scale humanitarian
project initiated by ALEPPO CCO, people worldwide
continuously raise funds in support of Syrian Refugees.
Since the beginning of the campaign, ACCO has
successfully relocated around 200 Syrian Refugees
from Lebanon to Yerevan.
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